ISLE OF BUTE DISCOVERY CENTRE
(former Winter Garden)
Victoria Street, Rothesay
QUOTE: “… one of the most important pieces of work from the
renowned Saracen foundry surviving in Scotland”
Historic Scotland, 1998

1.

INTRODUCTION:

The Isle of Bute Discovery Centre, formerly the Winter Garden, is set in the centre of Rothesay’s
splendid Esplanade Gardens. Since its restoration and re-opening in 2001, the Centre showcases the
many and varied attractions of the island, using a mix of multimedia, games, and graphics. It is also
home to a new Genealogy Centre, operated by the Sons & Daughters of Bute. The refurbished and
extended luxury 90-seat Discovery Theatre, used for a variety of events, shows the latest film releases
nightly in air conditioned comfort.
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Front entrance
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BRIEF HISTORICAL BACKGROUND:

The Winter Garden was pre-fabricated in Glasgow at the Saracen Foundry of Walter MacFarlane & Co.
and erected at a cost of £1500 on its present site during 1923-4 by Brodie & Co. under the direction of
Rothesay’s Burgh Engineer, Alexander Stephen. A domed circular structure, the roof of which is supported by sixteen tapering steel portal ribs resembling the spokes of a giant umbrella, it has a bowed
entrance loggia flanked by pagoda-roofed square towers. To the rear (shoreside) It had an
octagonal Victorian Bandstand skilfully absorbed into its design.
QUOTE: “...the lightweight light-filled architecture of glass and steel always seems to conjure
up that ‘frivolity and sense of gaiety wholly appropriate to a seaside resort’ ”
North Clyde Estuary, FA Walker & F Sinclair

An early image of the Winter Garden with putting green in foreground

The original octagonal bandstand

Showing the cantilevered glazed awning, and the balustraded walkway around the clerestory.

Showing the cantilevered glazed awning, and the balustraded walkway around the clerestory.

Original drawings

Balustraded deck over front entrance

C.

ORIGINAL PURPOSE OF THE WINTER GARDEN

This grand structure was intended to, and did, accommodate top-ranking variety shows (in the summer
months), and performances of amateur drama societies in the winter and spring months. As regards
the latter in the 1930’s, it was not uncommon to have a whole week of performances. Among stars who
gained fame from performances in the early days are the following: Harry Lauder, Jack Anthony, Clark
& Murray, Tommy Morgan, etc., while more recent names include Jimmy Logan and Johnny Beattie.
QUOTE: “Out of the rain and into a dream, the (Glasgow) Fair Fortnight holidaymakers would
test the mettle of Glasgow’s comedians”
North Clyde Estuary, FA Walker & F Sinclair

Winter Garden Interior 1940’s

The Rothesay Entertainers outside the entrance during World War 2

During the War, except for a short period when the building was requisitioned to serve as a military
mess, the Winter Garden was home-base of The Rothesay Entertainers, who did a sterling job keeping
up the spirits of locals and the huge influx of military personnel.

D.

ROTHESAY AND THE WINTER GARDEN IN DECLINE

The period of the mid-50’s onwards witnessed a dramatic decline in Rothesay’s (and Bute’s) fortunes.
As the vibrance and prosperity of the halcyon Victorian days and the pre-war period began to fade, and

a period of economic stagnation/degeneration ensued, the economic viability of the Winter Garden
became threatened, and investment in Rothesay’s built fabric steadily shrank.
Sadly, in 1974 the Winter Garden closed, its last show being the Jack Bastable Show in the summer.
In the years that followed various ideas were floated as to what might become of the building, and
things like amusement arcades, a concert hall, an indoor garden, etc were mentioned. In 1978 the Winter Garden was awarded Grade 2 status by the Historic Buildings and Monuments Commission. In
1982 the Argyll and Bute District Council, despite strenuous local opposition, proposed its demolition.
However permission to demolish was refused by the Secretary of State. Possible uses for the building
ranged from a maritime heritage centre with shop and café to a tourist promotion centre.
Eventually a trust was established, and the building was bought for the nominal sum of £1. Under the
patronages of Lady Bute and Magnus Magnusson, the Hon. Presidencies of Jimmy Logan and Johnny
Beattie, and the Chairmanship of Rosemary MacNamara, a sizeable sum of money was raised.
From 1990 the Bistro became more popular, and after several setbacks arising out of objections in the
Licensing Court, the restaurant was granted a licence on appeal. In 1991 Mr Gordon Mason was appointed facility co-ordinator, and it became a venue for local wedding receptions, concerts, and other
social gatherings. But in 1997 the facility experienced financial difficulties again, and closed; although
the cinema remained open under private management.

E.

THE WINTER GARDEN RENAISSANCE

The Bistro opened again in 1998 with the name of Fowlers. It was at this time that partnership discussions were initiated to hand the building over to the Tourist Board for the establishment of a cuttingedge discovery/information centre. This resulted in the opening, in 2001, of a fully restored building that
now houses the Isle of Bute Discovery Centre, the modernised 90-seater luxury Discovery Cinema, and
a completely re-furbished up-market restaurant - “The Bistro”

F.

SOME FINAL COMMENTS

Wide angle of the interior of the Discover Centre

One of the display areas

The Discovery Cinema

Christmas Time

Unlike Rothesay Pavilion which has never been out of use, the Winter Garden has had a chequered
career, and has served several different functions and experienced closure. Although it came very
close to a final demise, there would surely be nobody today who would question the wisdom of the
decision to rescue this unique, now Category “A” Listed, building. The Discovery Centre complex
(comprising the information centre, cinema, bistro and genealogy centre) is not only among the top
tourist facilities in Scotland, but is an eloquent testimony to the vision of its promoters, and it provides
the Isle of Bute with a facility of which it can be justifiably proud.
Researched, compiled and produced by Darrell Wood (2006) [more WW2 info at www.bute-at-war.org ]
Sources: Archive B&W photographs, and much historical material - Bute Museum
Recent photographs, some additional narrative, and script editing - Darrell Wood

